ADFS 2FA
Value-Added Module (VAM)

The SecureAuth ADFS Two-Factor Adapter is a Multi-Factor Authentication Provider that uses the SecureAuth Authentication APIs to send One-Time Passwords (OTPs) for use in authentication by an ADFS Federated application.

The SecureAuth ADFS Two-Factor VAM enables current ADFS customers to add strong authentication to their existing ADFS integrations. Many customers have comprehensive ADFS implementations that provide the convenience of SSO access but lack strong security, thereby putting all their applications at risk from a single breach. With this add-on module, Push-to-accept, SMS, voice, email, KBQ, and OATH authentication can be enabled as well as advanced IP threat analysis.

**Benefits**

The hardware and software that must be installed before deploying the Federation Adapter VAM includes:

+ Can be used as a bridge while migrating federated apps to SecureAuth IdP
+ Support for SMS, Phone, Email, and Push-to-Accept 2FA selections
+ Supports Digital Fingerprint capabilities
+ Support for ADFS direct integration
+ Supports knowledge-based questions and answers (KBQ/KBA)